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High quality office is space available 
over just a few hundred yards from 
junction 7 of the M65, in the heart of East 
Lancashire.

Red Rose Court is an impressive detached building 
occupying a substantial frontage to the A678. The 
accommodation offers excellent natural light, air 
conditioning and is fully cabled for immediate use. 

We currently have 7,000 sq. ft of space available on 
the first floor. This space has floor to ceiling windows 
throughout. It includes a number of individual offices and 
a large open plan kitchen and staff recreation area.

The accommodation is well connected to meet the needs 
of modern business not only with its geographic position 
but the high-quality connections to the internet. The 
building has access to ‘Superfast’ broadband with fibre 
to the cabinet. In addition, Virgin broadband and radio 
broadband are also available.

Key features include:

> Excellent location just off the M65

> Ample parking space

> Light modern offices

> Well maintained, managed space

> Air conditioning

RED
ROSE
COURT

A678
M65

J7

Superior Office Space

TO LET
7,000 sq. ft

RED
ROSE
COURT

Petre Road, Clayton 
Business Park, BB5 5JR

JCT 7
M65

To view the property either  
contact Trevor Dawson or call 
Roger Edworthy at the Chamber  
on 01254 356400.



In this edition of the magazine we feature the Chamber’s Summer  
Ball where the Northern Powerhouse Minister, Jake Ball was our  
guest speaker. 
Our Debating Chamber takes a look at the manufacturing sector where 
we discussed some of the issues facing the sector including skills and 
productivity.

In ‘Your East Lancashire’ we feature the business awards of Blackburn, 
Hyndburn and Pendle and congratulate these companies on their success.

We also feature the Chamber’s Low Carbon Programme which has been 
developed to enable Lancashire businesses to play their part in the UK’s 
Clean Growth Strategy.  

On a personal note, I would like to thank the many companies who attended 
this year’s President’s Dinner at the Dunkenhalgh. We had a superb time and 
you can view some of the images that made this such a special evening.
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Business leaders from Accrington and districts met 
at The Globe Centre, with guest speaker Stuart 
Nevison, Chairman of Globe Enterprises Ltd.
The #AmazingAccrington initiative allows influential business 
leaders to meet, learn more about the exciting developments 
in the borough and discuss the importance of supporting the 
community.

Many influential business leaders were 
present, including Andy Holt, owner 
of Accrington Stanley Football Club 
and David Welsby, CEO of Hyndburn 
Borough Council. Murray Dawson, 
Managing Director of Scott Dawson 
Advertising and founder of the 
#AmazingAccrington initiative, led the 
meeting:

Murray started with a brief history of 
The Globe Centre, which is currently a 
modern business hub, actively bringing 
businesses to the area.

“We always like to try and find a building 
with story appeal, I didn’t appreciate 
how influential The Globe Centre has 
been. For example, in the war it was an 
ammunitions’ manufacturing warehouse, 
employing over 6,000 people!”

Guest speaker, Stuart Nevison, Chairman of Globe Enterprises 
Ltd, which has seen the success of The Globe Centre in 
Accrington, bringing jobs, regeneration and business to the 

town. Stuart was one of the original founders of AMS Neve, a 
company which has created audio equipment used on films 
such as Skyfall, Black Swan and Toy Story 3- these products 
continue to be prominent across the world.

Stuart gave an inspirational talk to the #AmazingAccrington 
business leaders, detailing his own business journey and the 
worldwide importance of his audio products, that were born 
in East Lancashire. His journey continues through offering a 
platform for expansion and networking in The Globe Centre, a 

focal point of the town.

The room was silent as Stuart Nevison 
reflected:

“It was a fantastic time, we thoroughly 
enjoyed it- everyone wanted our products. 
Paul McCartney was suddenly our best friend, 
people like the BBC realised the capability of 
our box. It completely changed the way audio 
was  being processed. I’m not sure how we 
had the time, we didn’t stop for two decades, 
but I would do it all again.”

“Not many people realise this all happened 
in East Lancashire, we need to be shouting 
about all the great businesses and products 
that have also been born in Accrington. That’s 
why I am here, to share the story with you all.”

David Welsby, CEO of Hyndburn Borough 
Council, updated the group on future 

regeneration in the borough. He focussed on land and 
investment opportunities, including current expansions of 
businesses in the area.

Accrington business leaders join together 
for an audience with Stuart Nevison

BUSINESS NEWS
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WITH CHANGE COMES  
OPPORTUNITY IF YOU  
HAVE COURAGE
Businesses continue daily to deal with issues whether within 
the business control or otherwise. Today we have the same 
challenges, but I believe in the tenacity, entrepreneurial spirit 
and creativity of the people of Lancashire.

Lancastrians have been world beaters throughout history and we will 
continue to be so if we believe in our own ability.

As a child I was always made to believe that I can achieve anything if I put 
my mind to it and I do not believe I am unique in this mindset. Everyone can 
achieve if they want to. Our children and young people are the future of our 
country and we need to give them hope, opportunity and encouragement 
to help them achieve their best potential. To link aspiration with education 
is a very powerful cocktail. 

It is every business owner’s responsibility to offer these young people 
training and opportunities within your business, have faith and recruit 
young talent. Yes, some will leave once they have achieved the level of 
qualification that opens other opportunities but there will be those who 
stay and continue to be loyal and a great asset of your business in the 
future. 

For those that leave take pride in the fact you have helped them.

Yes, changes are an everyday event and we must embrace these and 
influence these. With change comes opportunity and we must be prepared 
to take advantage of these as they arise.

I’m proud to be from East Lancashire, I believe in the people of East 
Lancashire and I am sure the East Lancashire Businesses will embrace new 
opportunities.

Look no further than Accrington Stanley, who would have thought it! But 
with the right positive mindset and a belief you can achieve anything.

PETTY COMMERCIAL 
DIVISION WELCOMES NEW 
CHARTERED SURVEYOR

Petty’s Commercial Division has 
appointed a new RICS registered 
Chartered Surveyor with over 25 
years’ experience into their Survey 
Department. Michael Crosby, 
previously at Byrom Clark Robertson 
in Manchester, has vast experience in 
the field including providing expert 
evidence in legal cases.

Brent Forbes Commercial Director at Petty’s 
said “We’re really pleased to have Michael 
onboard, his expert knowledge across all 
aspects of our business including his legal 
experience adds to our already extensive 
Commercial Department skill set ensuring we 
meet the needs of our clients”

Michael originally from Pendle but now living 
in Haworth said “Petty’s are celebrating 
90years this year and have maintained 
a great reputation in the area for all that 
time which is an amazing achievement for 
any business. That doesn’t happen without 
consistent hard work and dedication and I’m 
looking forward to being part of their team 
and continuing the hard work”
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BOXLIGHT ANNOUNCES 
ACQUISITION OF COHUBORATE LTD.
The Boxlight Corporation, a leading provider of interactive technology solutions for the global education 
market have completed the acquisition of Blackburn-based Cohuborate Ltd. (“Cohuba”), from a family 
trust of Tony Cann, founder of Promethean.

Chamber member, Cohuba is a developer of touch display technology for the education, business and government markets. 

The Cohuba sales team are now distributing Boxlight’s Mimio interactive classroom solution suite, including the award-winning 
MimioStudio™ classroom software, to the education market throughout the United Kingdom. Boxlight plans to relaunch the 
Cohuba brand later this year as its global business and government 
solution, complete with hardware and software solutions tailored to the 
specific needs of those industries.

The acquisition also brings significant management talent by adding 
Mr. Paul Pickup, former chief operating officer of Promethean and Andy 
Pennington, founder and CEO of Cohuba, previously head of product at 
Promethean responsible for interactive panels and software.

“We are thrilled to join Boxlight and will benefit from the immense 
resources they provide including their seasoned management team, 
comprehensive product suite and financial resources as a publicly traded 
company. We are proud to see the continuation of the Cohuba brand in the 
business 

CJUK APPOINTS NEW 
HEAD OF MARKETING 
Following CJUK’s recent relocation to 
Blackburn’s award-winning Cathedral 
Quarter, the leading chef recruitment 
agency has appointed a new Head of 
Marketing & Communications and a new 
recruiter to facilitate its ongoing expansion.

Beckie Livesey is developing the company’s 
strategic marketing plan to strengthen 
the brand’s reputation and to build on its 
communications during an exceptionally 
exciting period of growth.

Emma Hargreaves also recently joined 
CJUK as a Recruiter after progressing from 
a Waitress to Front of House Manager over 
the course of ten years, bringing with her a 
wealth of industry knowledge, experience 
and passion.

With a focus on placing relief chefs in the 
Lake District, Emma is responsible for 
looking after the welfare of her clients and 
candidates to make sure they have the best 
possible experience with CJUK. 

Katie Mellor, Director of Sales & Operations, 
said: “I am thrilled to welcome both Beckie 
and Emma to the CJUK team. Both have 
many years’ hospitality experience between 
them and are passionate about achieving 
growth for the business alongside the rest of 
the team.”

THE EMPORIUM LAUNCHES VEGAN MENU

Leading Clitheroe brasserie The Emporium has introduced a full vegan 
menu, giving every diner a choice of dishes, whatever their dietary 
needs. 

Said general manager Mel Oxley: “At The Emporium we want to cater 
fully for every customer. We want everyone to experience finding a 
selection of dishes they can eat. All too often, vegetarians and vegans 
are faced with a very limited choice, or they have to ask to have the 
dairy element of their dish removed. Our exclusive vegan menu covers 
all courses and offers a variety of choices.”

The plant-based menu is available all day from breakfast and brunch 
through to lunch, nibbles and dinner. It includes options for The 
Emporium’s famous pizzas - made in the venue’s wood fired pizza oven 
- and sharing dishes such as nachos and planks.

Pappardelle with zucchini is a beautiful thing with pasta complemented 
by colourful vegetables such as roasted peppers and spinach. The 
different risottos offer a surprising depth of flavour while the sides 
include chips, sautéed broccoli with chilli and garlic and big, bold house 
salads.

Mel said: “In many establishments, 
vegans have zero options when it 
comes to the beginning and end of 
a meal. We have included a choice 
of four starters and two desserts.”

The Emporium is part of the 
James’ Places portfolio of 
hotels, inns, interior design and 
hospitality businesses across the 
Ribble Valley and Yorkshire Dales 
sharing the same service values 
and ethos.

BUSINESS NEWS
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SUPER 
SOAPBOX 

CHALLENGE!
On Saturday 1st September 2018 there will be a 
Soapbox Challenge taking place at Accrington and 
Rossendale College. The initiative, sponsored by 
Emerson and Renwick Ltd, will be the first of its 
kind in the borough.

‘Soapbox cars’ were historically made from wooden soap 
crates, hence the name, but materials have become more 
varied since the first publicly recorded Soapbox race in 1904!

Emerson and Renwick are calling for groups or organisations 
to enter - one of the first entrants to sign up is Andrew Turner 
at local company Langtec. Competitors will be challenged to 
create a four-wheeled non-motorised Soapbox vehicle, using 
only gravity for fuel and speed. The Soapbox must have a 
form of steering and the ability to brake and competitor safety 
helmets must be worn - aside from that, there are no rules … it’s 
simply the first to reach the finishing line wins!

BUSINESS NEWS

Novelty prizes will also be awarded to competitors such as the 
Best Soapbox Design and Best Team Costume. 

There will be three categories for people to enter:

> Businesses 
> Charities/community groups 
> Individuals/friends/families and Under 12’s

With very little construction needed and technical or 
engineering minimal, soapbox cars make perfect projects for 
children - something that the whole family can enjoy. People 
can enter as a family, alone, or as a team and there are no 
limits to how inventive and adventurous your Soapbox can be.

The Soapbox Challenge will take place on the same day as the 
Rally Challenge and the Chocolate Festival in Accrington Town 
Centre - all three events combined providing entertainment for 
all the family.

Sponsors, Emerson and Renwick Ltd, are this year celebrating 
100 years in business - they established in 1918 as a 
Manufacturer of Textile Finishing Machinery. 2017 saw Emerson 
and Renwick becoming Hyndburn Business Award winners 

for Large Business of the Year; seeing the company being 
recognised as one of the most successful and sustainable in 
the borough.

Ben Clements, Managing Director, said:

“Winning the award last year is a part of the reason we 
decided to support this event - we couldn’t not do. Our 
longevity and success are directly attributable to the people 
in the business who also depend on the community at large. 
We are proud to support the community and the borough by 
giving something back.”

The event is organised by Scott Dawson Advertising as a part 
of the #AmazingAccrington initiative. 

The Soapbox Challenge is £100 to enter per team for 
businesses and £25 to enter per team for community groups, 
charities, friends, families, individuals and under 12’s. 50% 
of the entry fees will be donated to the winner’s chosen 
registered charity.

Anyone wishing to partake in the Soapbox Challenge can find 
out more information visiting www.amazingaccrington.co.uk 



PETER SLATER 
OF CMAC GROUP

What gets you out of bed in the morning? 

This has changed for me over the years. My complete motivation was 
to service our clients as best as I could and for me in the early days 
this meant extremely long hours and a real sense of always having 
to be in the office. However, I have been extremely fortunate with 
the growth of the business and development of our amazing team to 
change my focus on supporting and empowering the very talented 
young management team we have. 

Which individual inspired you the most in your career? 

Without wanting to sit on the fence with this one there are several individuals who I 
could quite easily refer to here. However, my business partner and CMAC CEO Steve 
Turner is someone who has provided me with the collaboration effect to help with the 
development of both myself and the company. Having both previously worked for a 
company that whilst extremely successful for a short period, we both strongly disagreed 
with many management decisions and culture created that we have since both been able 
to use as a basis for how CMAC treats the staff, clients and suppliers. Having the support 
of someone who shares the principles of teamwork, staff development and looking after 
suppliers has been a real inspiration to me and I believe is why CMAC is here for the long 
term.

If you weren’t in your current role what would you be doing? 

My achilleas heel in my life has always been cars. I am a true petrol head and have always 
had issues in controlling my impulsive nature when it comes to owning / driving certain 
cars. Therefore, if I wasn’t in my current role I would probably be some “Swiss Tony” type 
used car salesman specialising in cool cars that I like.

What is the biggest highlight of your career? 

Simple for me this one. As I referred to in my first answer, having the ability to switch my 
attention from doing, to empowering and therefore watching many of the start up team 
thrive and become senior managers / directors of the company.

Do you have a business mantra?

Unfortunately, I do and its a complete “Rip Off” from one of the most successful 
businessmen of all time. “Steve Jobs”

“It doesn’t make sense to work with smart people and then tell them what do; we work 
with smart people, so they can tell us what to do.” 
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SUPPORTING GOOD MENTAL 
WELLBEING IN THE WORKPLACE
Already a hot topic, the focus on mental health and 
wellbeing in the workplace was ratcheted up several 
levels by the publication of Thriving at Work – the 
now famous Stevenson/Farmer report (2017).
The Government sponsored review reports that:

> The annual cost to UK employers is about £42bn

> About 300,000 people with long-term mental health  
 problems lose their jobs each year

> About 15% of people at work have symptoms of an  
 existing mental health condition

> As part of the review, evaluations of workplace  
 interventions by Deloitte show a return to business of  
 between £1.50 and £9 for every £1 invested in mental  
 health. The findings correspond with benefit providers  
 noticing an increased focus on offering wellbeing benefits  
 such as: 

> Development of financial education programmes to  
 reduce employees’ financial worries 

> Mental health “first aid” training for employees 

> Access to helplines and counselling services via Employee  
 Assistance Programmes and Health Cash Plans

> “Virtual GP” providing direct access to GP services 

> Access to early intervention/triage without GP referral  
 under Private Medical Insurance

The above services can assist employers in supporting staff 
with their mental health and wellbeing. Successful businesses 
should recognise the link between employee wellbeing and 
bottom-line development, with employee wellbeing being a 
key ingredient in any business development plan. 

At Mattioli Woods we help implement the best employee 
benefit solutions. For more information, contact Employee 
Benefits Consultant Nick Howarth (01772 550755 / nick.
howarth@mattioliwoods.com).

H&S MOCK TRIAL - SAVE THE DATE
Save the date of our upcoming H&S Mock Trial 
delivered by Forbes Solicitors on the 13 November 
2018. This interactive event will go through the 
process which occurs following a fatal incident, from 
an interview under caution to a mock HSE pace 
interview. This session includes role plays, syndicates 
and question and answer sessions.
Forbes Solicitors is the largest legal practice in the North 
West outside the major cities.  We have a reputation for 
providing practical, straightforward legal advice with a focus 
on the commercial objectives of your organisation.

Our commercial services include Corporate, Commercial, 
Commercial Property, Employment & HR. 

As well as the regular legal services offered by most law 
firms, we also have a range of added value services including: 

> Forbes Foresight - a free review of the legal position of  
 your business 

> HR Complete – an insurance-backed employment law  
 protection scheme for employers

> Forbes Collect – commercial debt recovery

> Dedicated SIPP & SSAS Group – pension and investment  
 scheme support

> Regulatory services

> A range of fixed fee services

> Bespoke in-house training

> Regular seminars and events

> Newsletters and legal alerts

We work with a range of commercial clients on small to multi-
million pound transactions and deal with cases at all levels.

We are Diamond Ambassadors of the East Lancashire 
Chamber of Commerce, Hive Ambassadors and members of 
the Burnley Bond Holders Scheme, embedding ourselves in 
the East Lancashire business community.

A REPUTATION ACROSS THE NORTH WEST
KBL Solicitors has built a reputation as one of the North West’s leading firms of solicitors with an enviable client 
base.  We pride ourselves on providing a city centre service from a local base, at a competitive price, without 
compromising the high quality expected.
The practice offers a full range of services, concentrating on commercial and corporate advice for companies and the people 
who work in them. We have dedicated departments specialising in commercial property, corporate & commercial, employment, 
commercial litigation, family law, wills, trusts & probate and house sales & purchases.

We believe a quick, efficient and personal service is essential in this area of business. We consider it important to build business 
relationships on a sound commercial basis and provide great accessibility, responsiveness and quality advice.

We understand. By investing the necessary time to get to know you, we will help you achieve your legal goals.

Unwavering support. No matter where or when, you can count on us to give great legal advice when you need it most.

Your legal team. Whether an individual, family or business, view us as your own dedicated team and trusted partners.   

We’re here to help. Call KBL Solicitors on 01254 268790



As a manufacturer facing the 
uncertainties that currently exist 
what would you say is the biggest 
challenge facing your business?

JOHN NORRIS - Public opinion and the 
hesitancy to spend on improving the 
environment in a big way (we’re in the plastics 
reclamation business).

LAUREN BOTHA - Due to the negative press 
around plastics/polythene we have had to look 
at other avenues as a business to see what we 
can do to have hybrid versions of products 
that are more environmentally friendly. 
Customers think: ‘We need a plastic bag’, but 
they don’t know what else is available. We 
have tried to encourage our customers to 
look at recycled materials wherever possible. 
This is not always possible, as their industry 
may obviously require food grade or medical 
plastics – which cannot be from a recycled 
source.

IAN EASTWOOD - I have two businesses 
and the challenges are quite different. For 
the Hydanis part we’ve got a manufacturing 
process that is fairly low value. If we are 

spending time doing the low value work, 
we can’t do the development work. This 
is beginning to be a problem. Do we hire 
someone with all the cost implications and 
never sure what work is coming in and perhaps 
having to let them go, which is often worse? 
We’ve taken someone on in a part time role 
with a view to making them full time as the 
business grows. The downside is that you’re 
not necessarily going to get the high calibre 
person to begin with. 

The 2nd part of the company developing 
the anti-counterfeit materials with big 
blue-chip companies who have issues with 
counterfeiting.  Unfortunately, every time we 
do development work with these companies 
we’re giving away exclusivity, we’re giving 
away IP. The smartest thing would be to have 
access to finance that would really allow us to 
progress without hindrance. The other thing 
is the time it takes clients to make decisions. 
If we had access to finance, we could move 
forward at a much faster rate.  We could do 
developments for multiple manufacturers with 
similar problems and retain IP rights. If one 
company is paying, they want exclusivity.

SHARON XUEREB - We build bespoke 
software for manufacturing companies. We’re 
looking to see how we can make our clients’ 
processes more efficient. We look to improve 
a company’s process rather than just automate 
it. An automated poor process is still a poor 
process! We find many manufacturers are so 
busy they don’t have time to think and focus 
on how to do things better. For us the biggest 
challenge is to get manufacturers to find the 
time to look at how they can improve their 
business through technology. 

ANDY MCLAUGHLIN - We work with a lot 
of manufacturers and a lot of exporters. The 
main challenge they are facing is exchange 
rates. Whilst they are favourable for exporting 
invariably raw materials are paid for in dollars 

or euros. Employment and skills is also an 
issue. Less people are prepared to come from 
Eastern Europe to take up roles in this country. 
The pay differential has been eroded by the 
exchange rate - their take home pay to their 
own country is 20% lower. 

However, in a period of change there is always 
opportunity - we need to marry up innovation 
with finance. Education and awareness is 
important to help us understand some of the 
challenges we face. People are often willing 
to pay extra to help alternatives come to the 
fore but that takes time and investment to 
get the right processes in place. There are 
now alternative methods of funding. There 
are people who have exited their business 
and can bring experience and support as well 
as finance. This may or may not be a direct 
involvement in the business. Perhaps, we need 
to start thinking radically different, holidays 
and flexible working is becoming more 
important to many people.

JOHN NORRIS - That’s fine - but how do I find 
someone who wants to work with me on a 
Sunday? 

LAUREN BOTHA - People’s family life and 
priorities have changed. The family dynamic 
has changed and because of that Dads say 
“I’m no longer required to work 5 days a week 
- 9 ‘til 5 traditionally. I can now share that 
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With manufacturing facing uncertainties we discussed some of the  
challenges companies face including skills and productivity.



THE DEBATING CHAMBER

responsibility with my partner.” Roles have 
changed drastically over the last 10 years.

With levels of employment getting 
ever lower what issues are you 
finding in getting people with the 
skills required for your business?

ANDY MCLAUGHLIN - I’m hearing quite 
frequently about the skills challenge, about 
dealing with young people and how to engage 
with them. The apprenticeship levy is very 
complex and as a result is having a negative 
impact on the number of apprentices.  I 
know of one manufacturer who in the past 
has trained more apprentices than their firm 
require. Now they only train what they need 
because it is easier to train overseas staff. We 
should be building our own skills in high-tech 
manufacturing.

LAUREN BOTHA - I also have a consulting 
business and I’m finding that there is an apathy 
towards achievement among young people. 
This is partly to do with social circumstances 
at home. It is a challenge to get them to want 
to achieve more. Students sometimes go to 
college to learn skills but do not have the drive 
to want to achieve something more in their life.

JOHN NORRIS - That really worries me. We 
sell to the Far East and find their skills there 
are totally different. Their young people are so 
focused on achieving.

LAUREN BOTHA - When I started my 
professional career, I worked 16 hours a day - 5 
days a week. This got me the big pay cheque, 
the big house and car - which is what I wanted 
as I felt the need to achieve more at a younger 
age in South Africa. In the UK I don’t see that 
kind of ambition to work hard or have these 
aspirations among many of the young people 
– many just work for the next weekends’ 
party or night out. You need more input and 
support from home. For example: In Asia you 
see a big difference, if you don’t succeed your 
entire family is on your back because there is 
a lot at stake if you are not successful – your 
education, your future partner, your career, 
your family as well as our inheritance.

SHARON XUEREB - I speak to a lot of 
manufacturers. We’re exploring the role of 
women in manufacturing, we need to attract 
more women into this area. When thinking 
about employing the right people we need 
to be more aware of flexible working. I think 
employment stats are very blunt and not a 
sensitive measure of the current situation. 
There are people who leave Lancashire and 
don’t come back which leaves a skills gap, 
particularly in manufacturing. It probably 
reflects how some areas of manufacturing are 
perceived. 

ANDY MCLAUGHLIN - I think there has got 
to be more of a link between finance and 
innovation. Cambridge has a good set up 
linking private equity funding and skill sets 
particularly in the Bio-Tech sector. They have 
an established network that allows them to 

attract high tech, innovative companies into 
the area. It’s a booming area where houses are 
sold off plan and more are being built. They 
are also putting the infrastructure in place with 
roads, bus ways etc. before a house is built. 
In this area we’re not spending the money 
needed on roads, schools, doctors’ surgeries 
etc. we just build the houses. 

IAN EASTWOOD - So much of what you say 
about Cambridge really resonates with me. 
Several times I’ve been told by various ‘Angels’ 
from Cambridge, “If only you’d move your 
company down we could put our network to 
work and get you really going.” That might be 
the route to removing my barrier to growth. 
Access to funding is so much better. With all 
the universities in Lancashire, Manchester and 
Liverpool you have an opportunity to make a 
technology network that really could deliver a 
Northern Powerhouse. 

JOHN NORRIS - I struggle to get people with 
the right set of skills. People who started 
with the company 20 years ago are the ones 
who are running the business now. I tend to 
do the R&D and spend the money that they 
make. Taking new products to market is a 
challenge and finding people with the right 
skills is difficult. I’m having to use more sub-
contractors rather than take on new people. 
The service work is being done in the UK, 
but we also use Europe and Malaysia. We’ve 
automated our machinery and now employ 
a third of what we did 10 years ago. We’re 
turning over the same money but employ less 
people. We’ve made efficiencies but it’s getting 
to the next level of customers worldwide.

Productivity is an issue that we 
are facing as a country. What 
steps do you think can be taken to 
improve productivity within the 
manufacturing sector?

JOHN NORRIS - R&D is a big element. We’re 
often looking for work in the Far East. Japan, 
for example, will send us an expensive sample 
filter to clean/refurbish, it may take 6 months 
to get feedback, they then want to come over 
to see the process. It can take two years to get 
to the point of a sale. I’m looking for worldwide 
agents and partners but it’s very difficult. Also, 
when I want questions answered academically, 
I now find that where universities used to be 
helpful they no longer bother to respond. If I 
send a contaminated sample for lab analysis 
it can take 6 months. Links between business 
and academia need to be a lot stronger.

LAUREN BOTHA - It’s a little bit like the 
funding issue. Funding is available, but people 
do not know about it or know where to go 
to get it. That should not be the case! Wider 
support is needed for both new and existing 
businesses. Also, students need the right 
placements in industry. They need to practice 
their skills. Sorting the right placements 
needs to come from industry and universities. 

We have some fantastic universities, but 
communication needs to be more open 
and flowing in both directions – and this 
information needs to be more readily available 
to participants.

IAN EASTWOOD - Again, if you go to 
Cambridge there is a continuum from the pure 
academic to the business who is doing stuff. 
The links are almost seamless. Looking at grant 
support they can almost become an irritant. 
Sometimes you can get £5,00 but it goes to a 
consultant to advise you. I want the £5,000 to 
use it to do something. The second thing is - I 
may have a £100,000 project but I have to find 
the cash before I can access the funding. 

LAUREN BOTHA – There seems to be 
disconnect between the board room and 
the shop floor at times. You need to get the 
guys doing the work to buy into the company 
and what it is trying to achieve. You need to 
celebrate achievements and reward people 
who have made it happen. This can make a big 
difference. You sometimes need someone to 
come in who is not too close to the business 
to help achieve this. It can also help with 
retention of staff which is important. For some 
people it is not just about the pay packet it is 
also about work life balance. Flexibility can be 
away of rewarding people.

ANDY MCLAUGHLIN - I heard at the recent 
Bank of England discussion was that if you 
took the top companies in the economy and 
compared it to Germany and America our 
productivity is better. The biggest problem 
is in the SME sector where productivity has 
been dragging the national productivity 
down. We have people who have built their 
business through hard work. It is very difficult 
to get these people to stop working hard, 
step outside and look inwards at the business. 
The other issue we have is that we take a very 
short-term view. Our competitors in Europe 
have a had a longer-term vision than we have 
here. 

SHARON XUEREB - I think we’re playing 
catch-up. Sometimes manufacturers are like a 
hamster on a wheel just running to keep going. 
You need to think about taking time out to 
think about how you’re going to innovate. That 
is when you start to see productivity improve. 
I went to see a talk by Jurgen Maier, from 
Siemens and he opened by asking why has 
Siemens been around for almost 200 years? 
The answer is because we innovate! 

LAUREN BOTHA - Many times in small or 
family run businesses you find the business 
owners are in a rut and a bit ‘blinkered’. They 
need to see the bigger picture. They need to 
stop being the owner worker and become the 
owner manager.

SHARON XUEREB - Hive have a manufacturers 
group that meet regularly. These are MDs who 
act like a peer support group. It provides a 
room of expertise that can look at a business 
issue, benefitting from each other.
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With manufacturing facing uncertainties we discussed some of the  
challenges companies face including skills and productivity.



I’m fortunate to work in the Toy and Game industry; the people are fantastic.  
I come away from every trade show I attend reinvigorated and inspired to keep 

creating and inventing new toys and games.

TRAVELLERS’ TALES

All exporters and importers, trading outside the EU, are required to 
complete Customs Declarations; the responsibility lies with the seller 
or buyer for the correct information regardless if you sell on an ex 
works basis or buy on a delivered duty paid basis. As a seller you will be 
designated as the exporter on record and as a buyer this would be the 
importer on record.

The current system handling these declarations CHIEF is being replaced by 
the Customs Declaration Service (CDS) scheduled for complete migration in 
January 2019. The latest National Audit Office report on the progress of the 
new system states this is unlikely to happen but HMRC have now more robust 
contingency plans in place to alleviate this possible scenario.

HMRC plans to go-live with CDS and start migrating traders in August this 
year with further stages scheduled later. With the pending Brexit negotiations, 
they are estimating declarations to rise from the existing 55 million each 
year to 255 million owing to the estimated minimum 145,000 additional 
traders who might make declarations for the first time after the UK leaves the 
European Customs Union. 

And what of the 145,000 business that only trade with the EU, receiving 
guidance and training on how to submit customs declarations is crucial for 
exploring the use of trusted third parties to act on their behalf is imperative. 
But until the Government has decided and then negotiated on the customs 
option to move forward with, these businesses are left in the dark as to the 
future costs and administration they have to factor in.

Here at the Chamber we offer this service to ensure you as a business 
understand your future costs and administration, remain compliant with 
HMRC and the relevant procedures followed to ensure you receive the official 
evidence for an audit. Don’t delay and let the International Business Team take 
care of your shipments.

The trade shows themselves can be a bit of a 
challenge though. So here are a few words of 
practical advice for your next trade show.

I usually travel overseas for trade fairs. I’d 
recommend Eurostar if you’re going to Mainland 
Europe (yes, even if you’re in the North). If, like me, 
you work on the fly, taking the train is a great way 
to make the most of your day. Secondly, make sure 
you have a credit card and that you know the pin 
number for it. It’s pretty specific this one because if 
you need to hire a car, you’ll need it. And yes, it HAS 
to be a CREDIT CARD.

Eating in conference venues is frequently overpriced. 
I seek out breakfast seminars or networking events 
associated with the conference and get there early. 

Usually, a hearty breakfast and time well spent sets 
you up for the day ahead.

It hasn’t happened often but being stood up for a 
meeting must be the single most frustrating thing.  
I waited almost an hour once before I conceded 
that a guy wasn’t coming. So, when agreeing to a 
meeting, I’m upfront about how long I’ll wait.   

In this day and age, it’s astonishing to think that 
the largest game fair in Central Europe takes place 
in a venue where there are NO accessible charging 
points for mobiles. So, get yourself a portable 
charger - these tiny power packs keep comms 
available and more importantly your calendar  
up to date.

MATT KNOTT, Ingenium Games

MANDY LOCKETT MIEx
International Business Director 
m.lockett@chamberelancs.co.uk
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SPEEDY SUCCESS FOR ALLSPEEDS

It’s full speed ahead now for Allspeeds thanks to the 
Inward Processing Relief Authorisation service offered by 
the Chamber’s International Business Department. The 
service incorporates completing the full Inward Processing 
Self-Assessment Questionnaire, along with full support in 
answering further questions put forward by HMRC plus 
assessing their Customs Comprehensive Guarantee, to finally 
obtaining authorisation. 
Allspeed’s Financial Controller Jonny Farrell explains “Allspeeds provides 
a valuable repair service for its range of Tangye lifting jacks, Webtool 
hydraulic cutters & Kopp variable speed drives to customers all over the 
world. Following the introduction of the Union Customs Code regulations 
in 2016, we needed to apply for Full Authorisation on Inward Processing 
in order to continue providing that service. East Lancashire Chamber of 
Commerce helped us successfully navigate the complex application  
process and even sign posted us to grant funding from the Lancashire 
Business Growth fund.”

To find out how your business can take advantage of this  
invaluable service please contact Mandy Lockett on  
m.lockett@chamberelancs.co.uk or call 01254 356451.

In our nearly six years of helping over 
700 companies with their journeys 
in the Kingdom, we have noticed 
common characteristics of exporters 
who succeed in making the most of a 
market the size of Western Europe…

MAKE A PLAN
Planning can seem endless. But the reality is that 
setting clear goals, with realistic budgets and 
timescales, is vital in Saudi due to the typically 
protracted length of the sales cycle. The key to 
being well informed is obtaining local advice!

BE PATIENT
Although opportunities abound, it is important 
to build a pipeline of qualified, validated 
opportunities; setting expectations to company 
leadership is vital to avoiding corporate fatigue 
and maximising your company’s Saudi stamina! 
Relationship-building is a key part of doing 
business in Saudi and is something that cannot 
be rushed.

BE PRESENT 
There is no substitute for being on the ground. 
Managing the market remotely is considerably 
harder, and many Saudi clients are unsympathetic 
towards those who try to win business from 
abroad. Being in Saudi does not necessarily 
mean setting up an entity but visiting the market 
frequently to nurture developing relationships is 
key.

FIND A PARTNER
The perceived need for a local partner often 
animates legal, compliance and tax departments, 
especially when there are examples of foreign 
companies supplying goods or services directly. 
However, for many SMEs it is their successful 
Saudi partnerships forged over time and, critically, 
on the right terms that have expedited their 
market entry and kept overheads down.

GET PAID
Payment risk is a major concern of foreign 
companies. Mitigating this risk is best achieved 
by developing close relationships with customers 
and partners. The solution to the Saudi payment 
problem requires combining informed planning, 
patience and presence in the market, either 
directly or through partners.

www.aeisaudi.com

WHERE IN THE WORLD 
COMPETITION?
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Email your answer to s.warrington@
chamberelancs.co.uk by 28 September 
2018 and you could win a case of six 
bottles of wine. Winner and results will be 
published in the next edition.

Well done to Marie Riley from Fennel 
UK for scooping her prize who correctly 
identified the Statue of Christ on Sugar 
Loaf Mountain in Rio de Janeiro - Cheers!

Part of the

Group

Sponsored by

Good luck  
with guessing  
this famous  
land mark

Top 
Tips

Trading    
  with  
 Saudi 
Arabia
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How will the Steel and Aluminium Tariffs affect 
your business?
President Trump is imposing steep tariffs on steel and 
aluminium from three of America’s biggest trading partners - 
Canada, Mexico and the European Union. The trade penalties, 
25% on imported steel and 10% on imported aluminium. 

The steel products to be affected using the Harmonised Tariff 
Code (6-digit level) detailed in the proclamation are:

> 7206.10 through 7216.50 
> 7216.99 through 7301.10 
> 7302.10 
> 7302.40 through 7302.90 
> 7304.10 through 7306.90 
> And any subsequent revisions to these Harmonised  
 Tariff Code classifications.

The aluminium products to be affected using the Harmonised 
Tariff Code detailed in the proclamation are:

> Unwrought aluminium (HTS 7601)

> Aluminium bars, rods, and profiles (HTS 7604)

> Aluminium wire (HTS 7605)

> Aluminium plate, sheet, strip, and foil (flat rolled products)  
 (HTS 7606 and 7607)

> Aluminium tubes and pipes and tube and pipe fitting  
 (HTS 7608 and 7609)

> Aluminium castings and forgings (HTS 7616.99.51.60  
 and 7616.99.51.70)

> And any subsequent revisions to these Harmonised Tariff  
 Code classifications.

In response to the US increase in tariffs, the EU is introducing 
rebalancing measures (also known as countermeasures) on a 
list of products originating in the US.

Please read the full announcements, which can be located on 
our website under the news section, to verify your products 
and do let us know how this impacts on your business.

COOKING UP A 
RECIPE FOR SUCCESS 
What do you get when you add HMRC’s take on Brexit, international credit 
control, business opportunities in Saudi Arabia, the Queens Award plus a varied 
sprinkling of international trade success stories from some of the county’s top 
businesses such as REM UK and the Printed Cup Company? Add in to the mix 
a large concentration of the top manufacturers in the county and combine 
together for four hours. The end result is the prefect recipe for making sure 
your organisation is the best equipped to successfully trade with tenacity in 
overseas markets. This award-winning menu has been the signature dish of the 
International Trade Club since its creation back in 1957 making it still the largest 
and oldest International Trade Club in the country.  

Les Nutter, Managing Director of Cassons, part of the Baldwins Group said: “It’s 
always wonderful to see so many businesses at these meetings including 17 new 
members to the International Trade Club.  The room buzzes during breakfast with 
the sound of everyone exchanging thoughts and experiences.”

Mandy Lockett, International Business Director at the East Lancashire Chamber of 
Commerce commented “It’s tremendous to hear the speakers give their hands-on 
advice and support about the reality of the export market.  Understanding the right 
way to contact a potential customer is essential!”

Run by the East Lancashire Chamber of Commerce International Business Team 
and sponsored by Cassons, which is part of the Baldwins Group, the International 
Trade Club aims to help importers and exporters develop their knowledge of 
current issues and share experiences.

Whether you are the missing ingredient which could make our menu even better 
or are already an integral part of the recipe check out our new promotional video 
on YouTube (youtube.com/elancschamber) which reveals the secrets of the Club’s 
success.

For further details of the International Trade Club and to apply for membership 
please contact Marie on m.white@chamberelancs.co.uk or call 01254356448.

NEWS STORIES
> Will the USA Steel and Aluminium Tariffs Impact on your Business?

> EU measures in response to US steel and aluminium tariffs

> To keep up-to-date with future developments, sign up to the Chambers international Business Newsletter located  
 on our homepage – chamberelancs.co.uk  
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Helen Cowley, Senior Director at Cassons, part of the Baldwins 
Group, works with colleagues from BKR International to advise 
businesses with their sights on international success. Here Helen 
looks at a key market, the US.
The US is considered by global leaders to be an important market for overseas 
investment and growth. There are many opportunities but, despite similarities to the 
UK, it can be challenging to do business there so it is important that you consider 
the different trade options to determine the best for you.

Many businesses begin trading with the US by exporting and using a representative 
in the form of a distributor or a sales agent. There are pros and cons of both options, 
but the key point is to engage a US attorney to look at the contract to ensure you 
aren’t left open to any potential US law suits.

Establishing a business presence is often a natural progression from exporting. 
First of all, you will need to consider whether to set up a branch of your existing UK 
company or a separate legal entity.

You’ll then need to determine where you set up. Where is the competition? Where 
are your suppliers based? Where’s the gap in the market? Are you hiring local staff? It’s expensive to set up in a new market so 
you’ll want to achieve as much as possible cost effectively. The type of business you are doing, what sort of tax you’ll be paying 
and the laws you’ll have to follow will also help determine this.

The US tax system is complex. There are federal taxes, state taxes and sometimes city taxes. If you’re doing business in more 
than one state then, depending on the state laws, you’ll likely have to register for tax in each one. It’s also worth noting that each 
state is treated as a separate jurisdiction for state tax purposes.

Trading with the US is very complicated with much more to consider. It is critical that you take US tax advice if you are 
considering trading across the pond.

WE BELIEVE IN BRITISH MADE PRODUCTS

Part of the

Group

Sponsored by

That’s the powerful message delivered by Latin American 
Trade and Investment Association Chair Ricardo Carioni 
to a packed room comprising the best of Lancashire 
businesses at the International Business Expo Doing 
Business in Latin America. 

Joining Ricardo Carioni in the impressive international line up of 
speakers were Dave Springsteen who is Chair of HLB International, 
a worldwide network of advisors who flew in from the States to 
present alongside Celeste Boucinhas CEO of the Boucinhas Group 
and her business partner Carlos Gonçalves who jetted in from their 
Brazilian based headquarters. This high-profile team confirmed 
that the UK has enjoyed a trade surplus with South America since 
2011 with British investments in Brazil doubling since 2016.

Organised by the International Business Department of the East 
Lancashire Chamber of Commerce these twice yearly International 
Business Expos are now firmly embedded in the rapidly expanding 
portfolio of events.

Commenting on the event Javier Soria De Vicente, International 
Sales Manager, of award winning exporter What More UK Ltd 
said “Very helpful event. It helped me in seeing new routes to 
investigate how to do business in Latin America and consider other 
routes and markets more suitable for my organisation than just the 
obvious ones.”

Mandy Lockett, International Business Director at East Lancashire 
Chamber of Commerce added “Growing businesses internationally 
is a real focal point of the Chamber and being able to bring this 
wealth of knowledgeable and experienced speakers to Accrington, 
on your doorstep, is what the Chamber is here for. It’s fantastic 
to see so many businesses looking at the opportunities that Latin 
America can offer.”

This event was made possible by the sponsorship and support 
of the ERDF Enhancing SME’s International Trade Performance 
Support Programme.

Watch out for the next International Business Expo Doing Business 
in the Middle East on 6 September 2018.



NORTHERN POWERHOUSE

LANCASHIRE IS IMPORTANT TO 
THE NORTHERN POWERHOUSE

JAKEBERRY

Jake Berry, Minister for the Northern Powerhouse, was the 
guest speaker at the President’s Summer Ball. He opened by 
saying that Lancashire was important to the success of the 
Northern Powerhouse. He said “Co-operation is what makes 
success. Teams that work best will win success.” He Added “I’m 
a Scouser. I remember what the Albert Dock was like, I grew up 
looking at a dock that was bombed 
out. I remember Michael Heseltine 
coming to the City in 1981 after the 
Toxteth riots. He started to bring 
the City together and it is only 
by working together that we can 
achieve success.”

Jake told his audience that his 
job was to drive forward the 
conurbations that make up the 
Northern Powerhouse saying “If 
the region was a country it would 
have the 8th largest economy in 
Europe. It would be bigger than 
Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland added together. The region 
was responsible for splitting the 
atom and the Whittle engine was developed in Manchester – it 
is the North that has moved Britain forward.”

Turning to history Jake Berry said that Britain was the most 
centralist country in Europe. This was probably due to 

two world wars in the 20th century when the demands of 
government dictated this approach. He added “The time has 
come to transfer power back to the North. Transport for the 
North is offering a 30-year plan of investment in the transport 
infrastructure across the North of England.”

Lancashire is the 2nd largest economy 
within the North West. It is bigger that 
Liverpool and Merseyside. It is also 
the 4th biggest aerospace sector in the 
world. He told businesses present that 
Lancashire epitomises doers, workers 
and constructors. 

Turning to the way he sees his role as 
Minister for the Northern Powerhouse 
he said “My job is to create a sure 
foundation for you to build your business 
on. It is to make sure that the North has 
a voice. We must do this to enable you to 
do your job.”

With regards to the hot topic of the 
moment – Brexit, he said “Most of it is 

not real. It is businesses who work and export outside Europe 
and it is businesses who will make it work for Britain.”

He closed by saying that whilst East Lancashire Chamber of 
Commerce may not be the biggest it was  the best!

If the region was a  
country it would have  
the 8th largest economy  
in Europe
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JAKE BERRY

What Is The Northern Powerhouse?
The Northern Powerhouse has the ambition of bring together the great 
cities, towns and rural communities of the North of England and Wales 
to become a powerhouse for the economy. It aims to achieve this with 
modern transport links, a revolutionary new style of governance and 
increased investment.

Why is it important?
The Northern Powerhouse forms part of the government’s industrial 
strategy which will build upon our strong economy and help businesses 
up and down the country to seize opportunities.

Northern Powerhouse Strategy
Published at the 2016 Autumn statement, the Northern Powerhouse 
strategy explains how the government will work with local stakeholders 
to address key barriers to productivity in the region. The government 
will invest in transport infrastructure to improve connections between 
and within the North’s towns, cities and counties; work with local 
areas to raise education and skills levels across the North; ensure the 
North is an excellent place to start and grow a business; and ensure 
the Northern Powerhouse is recognised worldwide as an excellent 
opportunity for trade and investment.

Strength Through Partnership
The partnership programme is an essential part of creating the 
Northern Powerhouse. It aims to build a network of partners who all 
believe strongly in the economic potential of the North and support the 
need for a combined effort by government and business to realise that 
potential.

Northern Powerhouse Summit
A three-day business summit to celebrate Northern innovation and 
discuss the future direction of the Northern Powerhouse was held 
from 4 to 6 July at the Great Exhibition of the North in Newcastle. The 
summit brought together businesses, government ministers, Northern 
Mayors and business leaders from across the North of England to 
help shape the next stage of the Northern Powerhouse through panel 
discussions, presentations, workshops and speeches.

My job is to create a 
sure foundation for 
you to build your  

business on
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COMPANY CELEBRATES ITS 
CENTENARY IN STYLE

More than 270 people packed Accrington Town Hall for the 
glitzy Hyndburn Business Awards presented by Liz Pollard of 
Liz Pollard Consulting.
A cheer went up when Church company Emerson and Renwick Ltd was 
announced as the winner of the Beacon Award and the team, led by Finance 
Director Andrew McLaughlan, was delighted to collect a bespoke crystal trophy 
engraved by Alexis Valentine of Walking on Glass.

Andrew said: “What makes this really special is the fact it is the centenary for our 
company.”

In the past few years the business has grown incredibly from a workforce of 120 
to 160. More than 90 per cent of its products are exported all over the world 
putting Hyndburn firmly on the map.

Andrew added: “A key thing for us is that we are a local business, it doesn’t 
matter where we sell to, we are firstly a Hyndburn business and these awards are 
important for us to raise our profile.”

For the first time the Evonne Harwood Event of the Year award, sponsored by 
the Accrington Observer was presented. News Editor, Stuart Pike, paid tribute to 
the businesswoman, who died last year and in whose honour it is named. 

The winner was decided by a public vote on Facebook and the J Drinkwater 
Tournament 2017 organised by Globe Bullough Park Football Club was selected. 
The event attracts 124 teams aged under six to under 16 from across the country 
to play two hectic days of football.

Next year is the 10th anniversary and Chairman Wayne Roberts said: “This trophy 
is not for us it is for all the children who play in the matches.”

Winning the Pride of Hyndburn Award was Accrington Lions Club and President 
May Edmundson said: “For our club to get something called the Pride of 
Hyndburn Award is absolutely amazing. It will mean so much to our members 
who are always doing things for other people. It is very special.”

Rob Carder, of awards’ organiser Enterprising People, said: “Each year the 
awards get better and better and the entrepreneurship we discover in Hyndburn 
and the amazing success stories make these awards extra special and a pleasure 
to organise.”

GETTING TO KNOW YOU
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Ribble Valley Business Awards 2018
Nominations for Ribble Valley Business Awards 2018 open this month 
and the 2018 awards ceremony takes place at Stirk House on Tuesday 
October 9th.
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Paul Spencer of sponsor Haworths Chartered Accountants 
presenting the Large Business Award to Clare Mahood of 
CMAC Group

Miranda Barker presenting the Independent Retailer Award 
(on behalf of sponsor Northwest Logistics) to Wyvern 
Pharmacy

Gareth Lindsay sponsors North Lancs Training Group 
presenting the Small Business Award to Kelly Groves of 
Sundown Solutions.
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HIVE BUSINESS AWARDS
The HIVE Blackburn & Darwen Business Awards were presented on July 5th at King George’s Hall in 
Blackburn, where businesses from all over the region joined us to network and celebrate their 
achievements from the past 12 months.
The HIVE Blackburn & Darwen Business Awards celebrate and reward the 
outstanding work of businesses from different sectors and inspirational 
individuals from across Blackburn & Darwen.

The 2018 awards were judged by a panel made up of internal and external 
representatives, the judging is a two-stage process including pre-scoring to 
determine shortlists and an interview judging session.

Businesses who came along on the evening had a fantastic time rewarding 
the outstanding work of businesses and inspirational individuals from across 
the borough at the ceremony, which took place at King George’s Hall and 
was hosted by Tez Ilyas.

The event was a huge success due to all the support received from headline 
sponsors Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council, Blackburn College and 
Capita along with the fantastic event sponsors.

The winners of Pendle Business Awards 2018 were revealed 
at a glittering ceremony at the Fence Gate Inn.
BBC North West Tonight’s Beccy Barr hosted the black-tie event 
organised jointly by Pendle Council and Pendle Vision Board.

Dennis Mendoros, OBE DL, Chairman of Pendle Vision Board and 
President of Mendor Enterprises, said: “It was our best event yet! We 
were joined by some of the borough’s greatest businesses and I was 
really proud to be among them.”

Winners once again took away a coveted Pendle trophy – an elegant 
glass and metal sculpture inspired by Pendle Hill, made by local 
company Merc Aerospace.

The late Bill Oddie was recognised with a Chairman’s Lifetime 
Achievement Award. Presenting the Award, Dennis said: “Just days 
after celebrating 30 years at the helm of East Lancashire’s best-known 
bakeries, Mr Oddie, passed away at the age of 76. 

“Bill’s passion for business is only matched for the love of his family – his 
daughter Lara Oddie played a pivotal role alongside her father.”

Lara accepted the award on behalf of her dad. She said: “I’m honoured 
to accept this Award on behalf of my dad. This would have been very 
special to him!”

Amanda Melton, Principal and Chief Executive of Nelson and Colne 
College, also received a Chairman’s Award for Lifetime Achievement.

When announcing the Award, Dennis said: “Amanda’s role is pivotal 
in ensuring that we have the skills needed in Pendle to support the 
businesses based here.

“As Chair of the Lancashire LEP Skills and Employment Board she 
identifies and addresses the skill needs of the county to support its 
growth plans.

“And as Principal of Lancashire Adult Learning she provides community 
learning in more than 300 venues across Lancashire.”

Amanda said: “I’m absolutely thrilled to be recognised with the Lifetime Achievement Award – this was completely unexpected 
and such a wonderful surprise on the night.”

Businesses helped to raise £2,000 on the night for this year’s nominated charity SSAFA The Armed Forces Charity which helps 
the Armed Forces, veterans and their families in Lancashire.

Pendle Business Scoop Awards



ACHIEVE MCIPS WITH A CIPS 
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE 
RIGHT ON YOUR DOORSTEP
Based just off Junction 7 of the M65, we offer fantastic MCIPS 
trainers, a great study centre team and venue, and most 
importantly top results & feedback for our students.

Chamber Business Training (part of East Lancashire Chamber of Commerce) is the 
largest Business Training Chamber in the UK and one of the largest and most successful 
CIPS Centre of Excellence with 8 study centres and 6 exam centres across the country.

We pride ourselves on our client centric approach and receive many commendations 
and recommendations from our clients and students. Our top-level offering means 
that you will learn and be introduced to all the latest theory, models and practices in a 
welcoming, professional and friendly environment. Many of our clients love the fact that 
we are flexible, responsive and deliver some of the best training workshops available and 
come back time after time to assist with their training requirements.

We deliver short course and in company programmes across the country and you will be 
surprised at how cost effective our training solutions are.

Our team are very dedicated and committed to client and student satisfaction and we 
regularly receive outstanding feedback on our level of service and support.

If you want a training partner who listens and delivers exactly what you are looking 
for, then take a look at what we offer and give us a call. We promise you will not be 
disappointed.
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Our offering includes the following outstanding and highly  
rated workshops and can be delivered in house.

> Negotiation, Process, Power & Ploys

> Negotiation nonverbal: Decoding Human Emotion  
 & Detecting Deception.

> CIPS Exam Master Class

> Budgeting Basics for Non-Financial Managers.

> Savings Master Class

> An Introduction to Category Management

> Procurement Basics

> Introduction to contract law      

> Developing contract terms 

> Legal Course update



Executive Management 
& Leadership Programme
LEAD, MANAGE, MOTIVATE, INSPIRE, CHANGE, DELIVER = SUCCESS

18 SEPT 2018 Leadership from within - personal impact & effectiveness, MBTi Step 2 a brilliant first day.

16/17 OCT 2018 Develop your leadership style - how to achieve best results every time including 360 feedback 
reports.

21 NOV 2018 High Impact Presenting.  Develop the confidence to present by providing a structured approach 
with tools and techniques.

11 DEC 2018 Performance Management - at its best.

15 JAN 2019 How good are your people skills? A fantastic, interactive workshop.

12 FEB 2019 Empower & engage your team to deliver.

14 MARCH 2019 Leading in times of change-positive and successful change management strategies.

For further information please contact Linda Jamieson on  
01254 356443 or email l.jamieson@chamberelancs.co.uk

UNIQUE & NORTHCOTE - A WINNING COMBINATION

Unique are delighted to invite you to the award-winning Michelin 
star restaurant Northcote to enjoy a specially created menu by Lisa 
Goodwin Allen, Executive Head Chef. As well as a fabulous meal it  
will include a special insight into kitchen life.

Our highly rated 8-day Executive Management & Leadership programme helps first-time 
and experienced managers understand the nature of the transition from being a individual 
contributor to a leader of others.

Over 650 middle and senior managers have already attended this outstanding, highly interactive and engaging programme 
which assists you to explore your own leadership style and in turn helps you to become a more inspirational, empowering 
leader. The programme includes the latest thinking, models and techniques including Myers Briggs Step 2 personality profiling 
and 360 feedback bound reports, the John Adair Leadership model, lunch and all additional resources and models we offer.
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Lisa became Executive Head Chef in 2015 
having worked at Northcote since 2001. 
She is passionate about using seasonal and 
locally sourced ingredients to incorporate her 
Lancashire roots into her creative dishes.

Lisa lives and breathes food; it is this passion 
that means she is always looking for interesting 
ingredients and techniques and experimenting 
to create dishes where the ingredients and 
their flavour shine through.

Strictly limited places, we expect this to be a 
sell out, so please book early. Don’t miss out 
book now online at www.chamberelancs.co.uk/
latest-events.



In October 2017 the Government launched its Clean Growth Strategy defining Clean Growth 
as “growing our national income while cutting greenhouse gas emissions”. It went on to say 
that “Achieving clean growth, while ensuring an affordable energy supply for businesses and 
consumers, is at the heart of the UK’s Industrial Strategy. It will increase our productivity,  
create good jobs, boost earning power for people right across the country, and help protect  
the climate and environment upon which we and future generations depend”.

1-TO-1 BUSINESS SUPPORT BEST PRACTICE EVENTS ADVANCED BUSINESS SUPPORT

The Chamber’s Low Carbon Programme has been developed 
to enable Lancashire buasinesses to play their part in the UK’s 
Clean Growth Strategy.  

Chamber Low Carbon is a Lancashire County wide partnership 
programme involving East Lancashire Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, North & Western Lancashire Chamber of 
Commerce, Businesswise Solutions Ltd and BOOST. Part funded 
by the European Regional Development Fund the programme is 
committed to the provision of a suite of FREE services aimed to 
help businesses improve energy and environmental efficiencies, 
introduce on site renewable energy generation and save money.

The programme is also here to help if you are developing a 
new piece of low carbon technology and want to get it into 
the market, see it manufactured locally or find your dream 
customer.

The programme team consist of:

DARREN THOMAS, Energy and Supply Chain Manager, Darren 
has over 35 years’ experience at various management levels 
covering a variety of business sectors and roles with particular 
experience in the management of supply and service chain.  

CAROL BLACK, Marketing Officer, a goal orientated sales and 
marketing professional with over 20 years’ experience in a 
highly competitive sales environment.

CHRIS GIBBONS, Energy and Environmental Advisor, Chris is a 
graduate of LJMU in Energy Management and Sustainability and 
has over 10 years’ experience in the building services industry. 

KELLY MCGRANE, Low Carbon Administrator, Kelly has over 
a decade of experience in customer services and business 
administration with a keen eye for detail.

GEOFF MASON, Marketing Officer, (North and Western Lancashire 
Chamber of Commerce) has over a decade of experience 
working in B2B support and promotion, working with every size 
business from sole trader start-ups to multi-national financial 
institutions.

STEPHEN SYKES, Programme Manager, with 16 years of 
chemical manufacturing experience as well as over 20 years as 
a sustainability professional. 

The team are supported by the rest of the two Lancashire 
Chamber’s staff and the technical expertise is enhanced by the 
services of Corium Consultants Ltd, Crowberry Consulting Ltd, 

ACCELERATING  
CLEAN GROWTH

WE CAN HELP YOU ACCESS
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SO IF YOU ARE A LANCASHIRE 
BUSINESS LOOKING TO:

 Reduce your energy bills

 Reduce your greenhouse  
 gas emissions

 Understand and reduce your  
 carbon footprint 

	 Improve	efficiency	in	your	 
	 office/shop	floor

 Reduce water used on site

 Reduce waste produced

	 Install	solar/wind/other	 
 energy generation on site

 Find funding to support low  
 carbon installations

 Demonstrate being a  
 responsible business to access 
 to new markets

	Bring	a	low	carbon	innovation/ 
 technology product to market

THEN THE CHAMBER LOW CARBON  
PROGRAMME IS FOR YOU.

Give us a call on  
01254 356 482 and let us help 
you accelerate your own clean 
growth strategy today!

LOW CARBON TECHNOLOGIES 
ON-SITE GENERATION

LOW CARBON TECHNOLOGIES 
INNOVATION & MANUCTURING

LOW CARBON TECHNOLOGIES 
SUPPLY CHAIN & SUPPORT SERVICES

ABOVE: East Lancashire Chamber’s Low Carbon Team with representatives from 
Corium Consultants, Fern Innovation Ltd, Energy and Automation Ltd, Crowberry 
Consulting Ltd, Intelligent Design Centre and Businesswise Solutions Ltd.

the Intelligent Design Centre, Fern Innovation Ltd and Energy and Automation 
Direct Ltd, as well as the team at Businesswise Solutions Ltd.

The programme has been active since April with nearly 200 hundred 
businesses already engaged or enquiring about the programme and support 
so far. The official launch of the programme took place at the magnificent 
Lancashire Wildlife Trust’s Brockholes on the 17th July with over 100 
delegates.

If you are looking to take control of your energy costs or improve your 
environmental performance or resource efficiency to make you more 
competitive we can provide an onsite energy and environmental review, 
establish your baseline carbon footprint and provide an action plan and on-
going support to make it happen. 

If you are looking to install LED lighting, Photo Voltaics, solar thermal, a 
ground source heat pump or any other low carbon technology or energy 
generation we can help you with finding grants to enable you to install faster 
and make the savings. We are also hoping to announce shortly the launch 
of our own grant fund providing 30% intervention rate up to a maximum of 
£25,000 – watch this space!!

Have you got a low carbon technology idea? Have you developed a low carbon 
energy source or technology and need help getting your manufacturing, 
engineering plans established, are you looking for local suppliers, material 
specialists, specific manufacturing processes, someone to trial your product 
in a “real life” environment the Chamber Low Carbon programme can help 
you turn your prototype into to market place.

WE CAN HELP YOU ACCESS

East Lancashire
Chamber of
Commerce



And with advanced manufacturing at the core of the 
government’s industrial strategy, there are already 
clusters forming across the North West, for example in 
Lancashire, where some 78,000 people are employed in the 
manufacturing sector.

Insider’s conference focused on capturing the 
opportunities presented by Industry 4.0 and 
emerging technologies across high growth 
sectors. It looked at the leadership challenges 
of doing so, including solving the productivity 
puzzle.

Miranda Barker, Chief Executive of East 
Lancashire Chamber of Commerce and 
speaking at the conference said :–

“Our Lancashire manufacturers are part of a 
highly successful concentration of automotive 
and aerospace, makers and exporters, including 
the 4th largest aerospace cluster in the world and 
driving 50% of the GDP locally in East Lancashire.

“Confident in their export capabilities they feel they have little 
stress about Brexit, except for the confusion that the current 
lack of clear signalling from government causes in planning 

future strategies. The exception being those firms that are 
manned by a workforce with significant members of EU origin. 

“Specific skills shortages locally are restricting the 
maximisation of contracts already won, and closer working is 

needed between individual sectors’ SMEs and educators 
to develop tailor made courses, and strong links built 

to take our young people straight from education 
into world class jobs to stop the skills drain. 

Successful areas of Lancashire are already at 
full employment and the attraction of a young 
and highly skilled workforce for the future is 
essential.

“We have superb productivity exemplars, 
using digitisation to excel at manufacturing 

efficiency, but also a long tail of SMEs still 
with ability to push forward in the productivity 

stakes, with gains to be made in output. Industry 
4.0 and the digitisation agenda raises concerns for 

our middle workforce, lower in skill levels than those 
in the south east, and more at risk from the next industrial 
revolution to being left behind by a rising skills expectation. 
Our firms need the Apprenticeship Levy to be best utilised -  
to support the upskilling of their already employed workforce, 
to keep pace with the digital evolution of their workplace.”

Manufacturing is worth £46bn in the North, over a quarter of the UK’s total manufacturing output. It is 
home to many leading centres of scientific and advanced manufacturing and millions have been invested 
in creation of the Graphene Institute, Sir Henry Royce Institute, and the Materials Innovation Factory in 
Liverpool. Further, according to the 2017 Made Smarter Review, UK manufacturing can be transformed 
through the adoption of industrial digital technology (IDT). Over 10 years, industrial digitalisation could 
boost UK manufacturing by £455bn, increasing sector growth by up to 3 per cent per year, and creating a 
net gain of 175,000 jobs.

INSIDER - NORTHERN POWERHOUSE ADVANCED 
MANUFACTURING CONFERENCE 2018



Q&A with Andy Holt about 
his apprenticeship journey

Andy Holt spent an hour with students at 
Accrington and Rossendale College talking about 
the importance of community, connections and 
education whilst reflecting on his own journey to 
success.

From a young lad growing up on Stoops Estate in Burnley, 
to owning a successful manufacturing business and now a 
Football Club, Andy Holt had a wealth of experience and 
knowledge to share with the young audience.

“You’re at an age now where you have to decide what 
you want to do for the rest of your life and that’s tough, 
especially if you’re not sure what path to take. I was in your 
shoes and it took me a long time to figure it all out.”

The next few years of Andy’s life would then shape his  
whole future.

“When I was 16 my dad died, this is definitely not something 
you plan for and completely shaped my future. Before this it 
was decided on my behalf that I would be going to college, 
then to university. This didn’t happen; I left school at 16 
intending to go into work.”

“I was really lucky, in the end I found an apprenticeship that 
was ideal, so I did go to college at 16. The importance of this 
education was huge for me and I wouldn’t be where I am 
today without it. I got involved in all aspects of the business 
and I guess this was where Wham was born for me, I started 
my first business at the age of 24!”

What More UK (Wham) is a £50million business that was 
started from scratch in 1999.

“We are the largest UK plastic houseware manufacturing 
business and make over 50 million plastic products each 
year. We ship to 71 countries and are flying the flag for 
British made products. We ship our products to places you 
would never guess, India, China, everywhere!”

Andy Holt is also the Chairman of Accrington Stanley FC, 
the decision to take on this role was not a clever business 
decision he explains, but a personal one. 

“My advice to all young people is to not give up. I went 
through so many failings before finding something that 
worked. I wouldn’t change any of them. Each failure is a 
learning experience; nothing is ever successful on the first 
try! I didn’t find success until my 40’s.”

CONNECTING EAST LANCASHIRE
Using funding from central government together 
with support from a wide range of local partners, the 
Connecting East Lancashire project is aiming to engage 
communities, businesses and organisations to encourage 
greater use of sustainable travel to help broaden travel 
horizons, increase physical activity & wellbeing, reduce 
congestion & carbon emissions and connect people to 
employment, training & education opportunities.

They are offering a range of activities to remove barriers  
to people walking and cycling.

If you want to find out more about the project the  
please contact access.fund@lancashire.gov.uk or visit  
www.connectingeastlancashire.org.uk
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School children say 
thanks for new kit
Children from Knuzden St. Oswald’s are all smiles as 
they receive their brand-new football kit, sponsored by 
Accrington based company, Emerson and Renwick.

The award-winning innovative engineering and 
technology company is this year celebrating 100 years 
in business. Emerson and Renwick design, manufacture 
and install advanced machinery for various markets, 
with over 80% of the sales exported all over the world.

Andrew McLaughlan, Finance Director at Emerson and 
Renwick, commented:

“We are very proud to sponsor the school’s football kit. 
We’re focusing on the roots of the business this year, 
we also wanted to go back to our roots and give back 
to the community who have given so much to us. It’s 
all about civic pride - helping out a grass-roots football 
team. We hope they have a very successful season!”

Knuzden St. Oswald’s is a small village school and one 
of their three main aims is to open-up their students’ 
lives to new possibilities. 

Laura Barlow, a teacher at Knuzden St. Oswald’s, said:

“We are really thankful to Emerson and Renwick for 
sponsoring the football kits for the children. They are 
all very excited to be wearing the new kits and they 
look fantastic too!” She added “We are very grateful 
to Murray Dawson of Scott Dawson Advertising for 
connecting us and making this happen.”



The tables below reflect the results of the East 
Lancashire area. Providing this information will 
now be a regular feature within our magazine. 

These results show the top line figures for the 
area. The Survey was conducted by the East 
Lancashire Chamber of Commerce between 
21st May and 11th June 2018. It was completed 
by 133 companies across East Lancashire of 
which 35% were in the manufacturing sector 
and almost 70% were Chamber members.

RESULTS:
How is the economy doing?

When asked if sales had increased, remained 
constant or fallen 35.6% of companies said 
they had increased. The number saying 
sales had remained constant was 50.8% and 
13.6%had said sales had decreased. 

Looking to the future 33% said advanced 
orders had increased, 49% said they had 
remained constant 18% said they had 
decreased.

Exporting companies reported that 28.9% had 
experienced sales increases, 55.4% said sales 
had remained constant and 15.7% reported 
sales decreased.

Advanced orders among exporters showed 
that 29.3% had increased, 57.3% said they had 

remained constant and 13.4% said they had 
decreased.

Employment

When asked whether companies expected 
to increase their workforce over the next 
3 months over almost 38.8% said they did. 
This is higher than the previous quarter and 
shows a healthy outlook, particularly as 30% 
of companies said they had increased the 
number of staff in the last quarter. Less than 
5% expected their workforce to fall. 57% of 
companies expected employment to remain 
the same. 

57% of companies had attempted to recruit 
staff in the last 3 months. Of those who 
recruited staff over the last 3 months 76% 
said these were full time jobs. However, 70% 
said that they had experienced difficulties 
in finding suitable people, which is higher 
than previously. Difficulties were experienced 
across all categories.

Investment & Business Confidence

When companies were asked about 
investment plans, the responses for investing 
in plant and machinery were revised up by 31% 
of businesses and for training by 33%. Again, 
this is an increase on previous quarters.

In the important area of business confidence, 
61% of companies expected their turnover 
to improve and 54% their profitability. 
Companies have become increasingly more 
confident that their profitability and turnover 
will improve.

Issues

When we asked companies what most 
concerned them, increased competition was 
their biggest concern followed by exchange 
rates. Business rates and corporation tax is 
becoming a growing concern.

Commenting on these figure, Andy 
McGloughlin, Chamber President said: 
“Business confidence remains high and is 
getting stronger. More companies expect 
turnover to increase and the outlook for 
East Lancashire is looking bright. However, 
concerns are growing about increased 
competition and the impact of increased cost 
on their business.”

The National picture 

Commenting on the results, Adam Marshall, 
Director General of the British Chambers of 
Commerce (BCC), said:

“Amid growing international uncertainty, from 
escalating trade disputes to oil price rises, the 
UK economy continues to grow at a sluggish 
rate. Brexit is a key factor – but long-standing 
structural issues are also holding companies’ 
growth back.

“The availability of skilled staff remains the 
biggest issue that firms face. Unless the 
government gets a handle on the disarray 
in the training and apprenticeship system 
and sets out a clear immigration policy 
that enables firms to cover vacancies, the 
economic potential of many areas across the 
UK will continue to be held back. Scrapping 
the harmful Tier 2 visa cap – which handicaps 
firms in every part of the UK – would be a 
swift and powerful statement of intent.

“Business needs clarity on Brexit, and a strong 
domestic agenda that creates a ‘Brexit hedge’ 
as we navigate turbulence over the next few 
years. Big, bold action is needed for the UK 
to buck the current slow-growth trend – with 
major new incentives for business investment, 
confidence-boosting infrastructure projects, 
and a concerted effort to slash the up-front 
cost of doing business, which is putting 
consumer-facing businesses especially under 
intense pressure.”

Quarterly Economic Survey
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Thank you to all our members who completed the 2nd Quarterly Economic Survey (QES) of 2018. With 
over 130 responses the survey allows us to get a real feel of what is happening with East Lancashire’s 
economy. The results of this survey are used by Government and the Bank of England to inform their 
policy making decisions. 

Q
2

2018
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PROUD TO BE A MEMBER
What More UK Ltd have been a member of the East 
Lancashire Chamber of Commerce almost from day 1 of 
its conception. The Chamber team have been amazing 
over the years, helping in all areas of our business. They 
put us on the road to export, setting up onsite export 
related courses for each department in the business. 

We now export our plastic 
housewares, plastic storage 
products, plastic garden products 
and our metal bakeware and 
cookware to 71 countries worldwide. 
They have now become a virtual 
department within the company. 
They are a component in the 
engine that drives East Lancashire 
to the top of the hill. 

Proud to be associated and 
grateful for the help they have 
given us over many years. Long 
may it continue.

TONY GRIMSHAW O.B.E. 
Director, What More UK Ltd

Food for Thought 
The Chamber in conjunction with Progrex IT hosted an event 
tailored for Food Manufacturers at Birchall Food Service in 
Burnley on 27th June.

Over 40 businesses attended this new network designed to provide 
information and best practice to Food Manufacturers.

The keynote speakers were Chris Russell – Manufacturers Alliance, Richard 
Halstead – EEF, Anne Betty – AB Food Nutrition, Barbara Bray _ Alo – 
Solutions and David Hackett – MHA Moore and Smalley.

The delegates were also given a guided tour behind the scenes at Birchall 
Food Service thanks to Justin Birchall MD

This series of events is a spin off from the Chamber’s ‘Making it in 
Lancashire ‘ Manufacturers Group sponsored by MHA Moore and Smalley 
and further events will be scheduled for the Autumn.

For more details of future events please contact DARREN GRANTHAM 
01254 356433 or email d.grantham@chamberelancs.co.uk

Welcome to our   
New Members 
Guardhall Ltd

East Lancashire Hospice

Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council

KBL Solicitors LLP

Crowberry Consulting Ltd

Firesafe Fire Rated Ductwork Ltd

The Halal Cosmetics Company

University of Central Lancashire - Burnley 
Campus

Accrington Stanley Community Trust

Simply Doughnuts

Jafa Trading Co

We Love Creative Ltd

West Pennine Storage Equipment Ltd

Stockley Sweets Limited

SafeNet Domestic Abuse and Support Services

Transform Crafts Community Interest Company

Play Guitar Burnley

Lauras Boutique Ribbons and Bows

Ahmad Iskander-Classical Homeopthy

SER Limited

IoT Horizon Ltd

JB Technical

H. H. Bookkeeping Services

VB Media

Michael Preston ICT Consultants Ltd

Locksmiths Lancashire

The Bee Centre

Chemico UK Ltd

Intelligent Payroll Limited

Pink Raven 1221

Ninety Two

MyeBook Global Limited

Esse Engineering Limited

A. Dixon Autos

Envirotex Products Ltd

Edge Hill University

Lost in The Look Mini

Power Efficient Solutions Ltd

The Assistants 

My Special eShop

Hairburst

Granny D's Party Emporium

Stortec Engineering Ltd

Depagraphics.com

Right 2 Write

Rejuveyou

Aspray Affinity

Communications Plus Ltd

Bright Track Ltd

The Bodhi Tree

Alphatek Hyperformance Coatings Ltd

Roller Shutters Components & Springs Limited
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BUSINESS CELEBRATES A 
YEAR OF SUCCESS

On Friday, June 15th Chamber President, Andy 
Mclaughlin, welcomed guests to the President’s 
Summer Ball. This year the event had a World 
Cup theme with each table representing one 
of the countries taking part. Opera singer, be 
Sean Ruane, opened proceedings with Nessun 
Dorma, the anthem of Italia 90.

Andy thanked Chamber staff for their work 
throughout the previous 12 months telling the 
audience that the Chamber had been supporting 
local businesses for 130 years and last year had a 
turnover of £2.7m. It had operated the Lancashire 
Growth Fund that had created 1,00 jobs and led 
to £41m of investment across Lancashire.

He told the companies “The Chamber works 
with local councils, the County Council and with 
Lancashire Partnership helping local businesses 
to thrive and grow. In addition, it provides 
training and is the biggest training Chamber in 
the UK and the largest CIPS Centre of Excellence. 
Currently there are over 600 students across the 
UK being trained by East Lancashire Chamber 
of Commerce. The Chamber also provides 
documentation services and specialist support to 
Lancashire businesses who trade internationally. 
Indeed, they offer the most developed Chamber 
support package for export in the UK.”

He added “In 2018 your Chamber has launched 
Chamber Low Carbon. This new venture is a 
partnership with North & Western Lancashire 
Chamber of Commerce, Businesswise Solutions 
Ltd and BOOST, it is supporting Lancashire 
businesses in saving money and reducing their 
carbon footprint. Grants are available to local 
firms.

“The Chamber is a forceful voice within the 
British Chambers of Commerce (BCC), who 
represent the voice of members at the highest 
level of Government. Locally, with the Chamber’s 
Diamond Ambassadors, we have brought some 
of the highest profile people to East Lancashire. 
This included Andy Haldane, Chief Economist at 
the Bank of England, who spoke to an audience 
of 50 of the Chamber’s Diamond Ambassadors. 
We also organised a Commonwealth Connections 
event at The Raza Jamia Masjid Mosque, bringing 
together our diverse business community”

Andy concluded his speech by looking to the 
future and making a point of not mentioning the 
‘B’ word. He said “The future will mean changes 
through advances in technology, medicine etc. 
But change brings opportunity for us as a nation, 
a region and a county. We all have a part to play. 
We need to work locally and across the globe. 
Locally, the Chamber is setting up MD to MD 
mentoring groups where MDs can come together 
to share knowledge and grow together. We have 
two great universities and great local colleges. 
Young people are our future and we need to 
link education to aspiration. I see initiatives 
in other areas, especially Cambridge, where 
people engage with each other to develop new 
businesses. This needs to be encouraged here in 
Lancashire – why don’t we establish a programme 
of Angels who can help develop this in East 
Lancashire?”

Andy closed by thanking sponsors, the 
Dunkenhalgh and our main speaker Jake Berry.
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Event sponsored by:
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CHAMBER HOSTS THE CHIEF  
ECONOMIST AT THE BANK OF ENGLAND
Andy Haldane, Chief Economist at the Bank of England spoke to an 
audience of 50 of the Chamber’s Diamond Ambassadors at an event at 
Stanley House. Andy, one of the most influential people in the country 
when it comes to the economy, spoke about innovation, the state of 
economy, Brexit and the UK’s productivity puzzle.

His visit to East Lancashire was part of the Bank of England’s open-door 
policy to understanding better what is happening in the real economy. He 
gave the bank’s view of the economy saying that any rate rise would be 
small and that the Bank expected growth to be maintained at around 2%. 
He described the functions of the Bank of England and outlined the biggest 
problem facing the economy.

Productivity is a main issue for the economy where growth is driven by 
either increased output per worker or more workers. Andy said “We are 
great at the R in R&D. But, we are not so good at the D: the development 
and the dissemination of those ideas.”

He added, “There are frontier companies, on the high road, but they 
make up only a small number of companies, there is also the long tail 
of companies on the low road. Many companies have not improved 
productivity levels since the turn of the century.”

This he described as the UK’s productivity puzzle. He told the audience 
that over the past decade the average productivity per worker has not 
moved, and you have to go back to the 18th century to see a similar period 
of stagnant productivity, saying “It’s been flatlining, that is not only unusual 
but unique. Although falling productivity is a global phenomenon, the 
deterioration is sharpest in the UK where productivity per worker is one of 
the lowest in the developed world.”

Andy added “Our low productivity is important because it’s why real wages 
have been flatlining over the last decade. It’s important that we diagnose 
the problem so that we can help find a solution.”

Following his informative presentation, he took extended questions from 
an audience keen to learn more from one of the foremost experts on the 
British economy.
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2018 CATEGORIES

• OUTSTANDING EXPORTER ACHIEVEMENT  
 for companies competing successfully in overseas  
 markets and those who have a real passion and   
 appetite for growth.

• OUTSTANDING IMPORTER ACHIEVEMENT  
 recognises successful import activity, especially where  
 this reduces raw material cost to enable exporting.

• NEWCOMER TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
 for companies in their first year of trading   
 internationally who achieve outstanding success or  
 those who have just won their first order.

2017 WINNERS

• REM UK
 Outstanding Exporter Achievement

• Pronar UK 
 Outstanding Importer Achievement

• Cohuborate Limited 
 Newcomer to International Trade

HOW TO ENTER

Entries are by application form, request your  
application by:

Email:  m.white@chamberelancs.co.uk
Phone:  01254 356448

Or alternatively applications are available to download 
from the International Trade Club Website:  
http://elancs.cc/galaluncheon2018

RETURN COMPLETED FORMS TO

FAO: MARIE WHITE
Email:  m.white@chamberelancs.co.uk
Post:  International Trade Club C/O East Lancashire  
  Chamber of Commerce, Red Rose Court,  
  Clayton Business Park, Accrington, BB5 5JR

CLOSING DATE
The closing date for applications is Friday 30th November 
2018. Winners will be revealed at the Annual Gala 
Luncheon Thursday 6th December 2018, 10:00 – 12:30 at 
Mercure Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa, Accrington, BB5 5JP

INTERNATIONAL TRADE CLUB 
AWARDS 2018

Enter and receive two free tickets

The prestigious International Trade Awards are an integral part of the International Trade 
Club firmly established and embedded in Lancashire’s business community, recognising and 

promoting the quality, diversity and ingenuity of successful companies engaged in International 
Trade. Winning an award will provide global recognition that your company is outstanding in 

its field bringing you to the attention of the wider business community.

sponsored by

Part of the

Group

“Winning the International Trade Club exporter of  the year was a great honour for 
all the staff  at REM who work tirelessly producing great products for export”

MICK ROACH UK/EXPORT SALES DIRECTOR - REM UK LTD 

Informing, Involving and Innovating International Trade since 1957



To find out more about our creative services 
contact a member of our team on 01254 356400  
or visit www.chamberelancs.co.uk

YOUR CREATIVE AGENCY

Chamber Internet is the creative services arm of East 
Lancashire Chamber of Commerce. With over 20 
years’ experience, we provide our clients with a  
first-class integrated branding and design service. 

We create memorable brands, build engaging websites and design compelling 
marketing communications. Design isn’t just about great ideas. We know the 
importance of planning and management right from the birth of a project. The 
result - a finished job with the impact that exceeds customer expectations.

Branding 
We offer an outstanding 
full branding and design 

service.  Whether it’s a full 
creative campaign across 

a number of channels, 
an impactful exhibition, 
an integrated document 

suite or a simple flyer, our 
clients can be assured 

of an eye-catching, high 
quality, cost effective 

solution.

Digital 
As leaders in web design 

and development and 
digital marketing, we 
will take your brand 

and translate it in 
to a coherent online 

experience.  Our beautiful, 
powerful and responsive 

web platforms ensure that 
our clients’ brands  

are noticed. 

Photography
In today’s world, 

exceptional photography 
is a must.  Nothing 

catches the eye like a 
great photo.  Skilled 
people, working in a 

state of the art studio 
with the latest equipment 

and techniques, ensure 
that every type of 

photography is catered 
for - whether it’s people, 
places, events, objects or 

action shots.


